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The overseas investment of Taiwanese banks is the typical “living 
with Taiwanese Businessman”.since the 1950s ， implementing 
Import-Substitution developmental strategy,and Export-Oriented later, 
Taiwan have been experiencing decades of economic growth, the foreign 
trade and investment are prosperous, the pace of overseas investment of 
banks also increasingly accelerating,the regional distribution includes 
all the areas which have close relationship with Taiwan. Its pattern 
mainly depends on internal economic and financial conditions, policy 
orientation by authorities and the open degree of the host, and also 
influenced by the international events. Up to now, except for Chinese 
Mainland,the proportion of financial investment exceeds that of 
manufacturing. Branch mode is easiest to accept for major countries, and 
most popular for banks. The parent banks run overseas establishment have 
a high degree of privatization, their overseas subsidiaries prefer sole 
ownership.In the whole management, assets and liabilities scale grows 
steady, the importance of loan is increasingly prominent, the structure 
of financing source is more optimized, but capital adequacy ratio is low. 
In this financial crisis, banks' profit suffered a severe blow. Among 
these banks, each index difference is big. Compared with the internal 
market,the overseas diversify assets more, and the importance of overseas 
business is revealed gradually. Concerning the comprehensive 
competitiveness of the whole overseas subsidiaries, the financial crisis 
happened in 2008 exerted a big negative influence,it can not fully recover 
in a few years to the highest level in 2006. The competitiveness ranking 
of Taiwanese banks changed a lot over these ten years，the financial crisis 
for most banks is a watershed. Ranking analysis has important reference 













formulation, examining the participation and the government's shares, 
rethinking the access threshold, discreetly choosing organizational 
model, and facing up to the trend of differentiation of business strategy 
etc. 
Taiwanese banks have experienced three stages just as from the dark 
to the dawn while entering into China Mainland. On the point of the 
full-blown investment, They are faced with the structural adjustment of 
the banking system of China Mainland among which the foreign 
banks’operational condition and trend is considerable. In terms of those 
policies and regulations of cross-strait, the former prefers the 
subsidiary, the latter is more prudent on the participation. In comparison, 
the political superiority of ECFA is no more than that of CEPA. At present, 
the Taiwanese banks are facing some actual difficulties such as credit 
difficulty, small market, lack of relative advantage. This paper believes 
that the future of Taiwanese banks in Chinese Mainland will not be too 
optimistic. About going to China Mainland, attractive city will also be 
distributed in eastern coastal in the future years, especially the four 
cities as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Next, currency 
settlement, RMB source, cooperative diversification, risk supervision, 
should be resolved by authorities of cress-straiton together. Even if not 
finish overnight, they can gradually promote, finally make contribution 
to Taiwanese banks’smooth development ,trade and investment cooperation 
of cross-strait and communication among the peoples. 
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